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I '.<TRU DUCT I ON

New England f ishe rmen. You see them in all the
tourist gift shops: bearded, pipe i,n hand, wearing a
yellow slicker. Or you hear the barroom 'egends:
hard ~orkers, hard drinkers. Mhen you conjure up the
wives, you see them pacing the widow's walk or
standing on the rocky shore waiting. The picture is
probably of a hardy, capable woman, even tough.

Some romance is bound to color our impressions of
the people involved in commerci.al f ishing. In
reality, the stereotypes are as farfetched as
stereotypes usually are. Just as the majority of
f ishermen fail to f i t the plaster casts in tourist
shops, f ishernien's wives also fail to conform to
expectations. Call it Yankee individualism or human
nature, fishermen's wives are as dif ferent from each
other as all of them are dif ferent from other women.
At least this a spears to be the case in one southern
New l';ng 'and ' ishi ng community.

Southern Rhode Island has a mild climate in
comparison to the rest of New England. The area can
be described as suburban-rural; there are no heavy
indust.rial colRplexes or urban concentrations. John
Poggie and Carl Gersuny give a detailed profile o:
this community, including demographic, historic, and
economic background, in Fishermen of Galilee
�974: I 3- 27 !. The port s tud ied is i nteres t ing be cau se
of the wide diversity of fishing methods and species
sought and because of the independence of fishing
operations. There are no unions, and boats are
owner-operated. It is also the home of a successful
f ishermen's cooperati.ve, whi.ch assists the independent
f ishermen in Iiiarketing their catch and making supply
purchases.

Between January and June of l978, 50 women were
interviewed who are married to men f ishing out of
Galilee, Rhode Is land, on Paint audi th. Their
husbands were part of the total 79 f ishermen used as a
random sample in a study by Poggie in 1978. The
purpose of this survey of f ishermen's wives was to
shape a gener'al ethnography of the group and t.o look



at relationships between fishing and the lives of
these women.

The decision to address fishermen's wives stems
from various interests. Presently, cons i.det'able
attention is being given to the New England fishing
industry. The implementation of the 200~le limit
and application of government licensing regulations
and quotas are nev attempts to control access to the
limited resources of the Atlantic waters. Advanced
fishing technologies, equipment, and training are
also changing a traditional industry interlaced with
sociocultural patterns. Because fishing is not an
occupation vhich can effectively be isolated from
other areas of a participant's life, any changes in a
fisherman's gb vill have a profound effect on his
daily habi ts and li f e-s tyle ~ Of the t otal sample of
fishereen interviewed, 74.7Z vere married. Fishing
Iodif ications not only personally af feet the
fiaheriaen, but also his family and the community
around him.

Naomi Quinn and others have urged us to re e»mine
the rolaa of women vith an appreciation of their
multiplicity and complexity �977:181-225!-
played by the women in this study are not only
complex, involving a variety of skills and
sensitivities, but they are very important.
this group has been chosen for study because of their
husbands involvement in a particular occupations thisI

in no vay implies that the women's status is secondary
or subordinate to their husbands' ~ The roles of these
voman are not seen simply as being supportive to
husbands but are viewed in a vider perspective as
being a significant contribution to soci,ety.
an etic vievpoint, hovever. A fev women in this s'tudy
do appear to see themselves in roles vhich are pur~ly
support ive.

Cantering aa it does on the fishing business>
study is in a sense one-dimensional, but the vomen
fntervieved are not ~ They have vide-ranging
interests, involvements, and abilities which have
nothing to do with fishing. Their individuality may
have led to their involvement with fishermen or may
have been encouraged by it, but it is a difficult
population to characterize. There is no one vay «be
a fisherman's vifc.



Wives are involved with and af fected by their
husbands' occupations to varying degrees. In recent
years, as more women shape their identities to make
them independent of their roles as wife and mother,
the inf luence of a husband ' s occupation has probably
lessened. However, because the husband is a
signif icant other, whose well-being, activities, and
income do concern his wife, we would expect his
occupation to have some effect on the way she
perceives herself and the world The more unusual the
occupa t ion, the more pronounced the ef feet is likely
to be. As shall be seen, f ishing is greatly unlike
the usual nine-to-f ive job.

Because a man is f requently a t sea, the
responsibility of maintaining a safe and comfortable
home life falls largely on the woman's shoulders.
Most fishermen's wives feel their home life is
different. Not only must the wife maintain $ffective
relationships within the nuclear and extended family,
but she must also make the decisions, arrange for
f amily proper ty mai.ntenance, improvement, and
replacement, and discipline and guide the children.
She often works with her husband besides, keeping the
business going in a number of different ways. The
amount of energy and si,ngle~inded purpose a man can
devote to fishing may depend on the degree of
confidence he has in his wife's management abil.ities.
In Fishermen of Galilee, Poggie and Gersuny state,
"Many fishermen said that the success of a fisherman
often depends on 'what kind of wife he has' ~ ~ ~ the
wife's attitude toward her husband's work is very
important for fishermen mainly because a fishing
family is forced to adjust to the absence of the
father/husband during many family activities"
�974:85!. The woman. in a fishing family maintains
the continuity and sees to the day-to-day crises.

A fisherman's wife must have some understanding of
the demands and unpredictability of her husband's job.
One woman stated that "a nagging wife could even be
dangerous" to a fisherman whose attention should be on
equipment and sea conditions.

What the women like best about f ishing is its
favorable ef feet on their husbands and on their
f inances. They find the least desirable aspects of
the job the problems it creates with their



friendships social life, and marriage- As
88 the occupation is, more than half the fisher n'8

j»w vesi es say «hey don't worry. About three-quarters o
bwant their husbands in a dif f eren< job> ut

only half of them want the i r children to be c»e
involved with fishing. The equilibrium worked out by
fishermen's wives is complex and interesting.

A total of 87 items were included in the interview
schedule, which was developed for this specific
population. Pre-testing indicated that the response
time would be one hour. However, response and related
discussion averaged 2 S/2 hours. Refusal rate was
very low � out of 54 contacted!, and most refusals
@ere due to understandable circumstances  e- g.,
advanced pregnancy! ~ Most women were very happy and
even anxious to talk about themselves and their
husbands' jobs. Those who knew their husbands had
been interviewed were pleased ro be able to add their
impressions and opinions- In his study of mobile
military and nonmobile couples, william L. t»I'I lson
f'ound that "mobi.le women appeared quite eager and
willing t o di acus s the i r lives. The i n te rvi ew's of
these women had the quail.ty of a release of
tension.... It was ofte~ difficult for the interviewer
to stay on track with the interview guide with these
+omen"   i971: 72!. Nomen married to milita ry career
men experience separation from thei.r spouses and
'«dditional responsibility which may give them some
feelings of Isolation and differentness that are
similar' to what is experienced by the wives af
f $8hermen. The unexpected length of time spent

inta rview and the enthusiasm of f ishermen s wives
ver». simIlar tv those wilson encountered with mobile
military wives. I,n some cases, +omen seemed to have
-«'»<-'d up years of react ions, both positive an6 negative,

re lieved to have the oppor tuni ty to share them.
This report on fishermen's wives adds ta the

;.;tudies of women in their varied roles. It is also
timely because the f ishermen's important contri-
bution to the nation's food supply is being
highlighted at the same time that. the nature of the
occ»jpation is changing. It is important to see this
occupat ion fr'om the perspective of the wife in order
to get a complete picture of commercial fishijng in New
l ngland.
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the larger boats, such as radar, echo scanners and
sonar, radio, etc. Though most crew quarters are
cramped, some of the long-distance boats are equipped
with color TV and, wall-to-wall carpeting.

While commercial fishing requires some
sophisticated technical knowledge, the work is still
rugged and backbreaking. The job is not well
understood by outs iders. Some think of it simply as
unskilled labor. Others cannot understand why their
fisherman neighbor is so exhausted when they know he
has all the Latest equipment on board. One
fisherman's wife showed me a drawing done by their
child:

"My son drew that picture of his Dad's boat in
kindergarten. I asked him what this closet here
was for. He said, 'That's where they keep the
fishing poles' "

The boy was too young to have obse rved his f ather ' s
work first hand and had no basis for visuali.zing
"fi.shing" other than with a pole. Unfortunately, most
adults outside the industry are just as confused about
That a c.ommercial fisherman does for a living. Nany
disparaging comments about the high earnings of
fishermen or the high cost of fish are due to a lack
of understanding about the job itself.

For graphic descriptions of commerciaL f ishing
past and present, consult Jeremy Tunstall and Kim
Bartlett for their work on British seamen and
Gloucester, Massachusetts, f ishermen. There is also
John Sainsbury's Commercial Fishin Methods, which
of f e rs clear descriptions and photographs

THE SCHEDULE

"I wouldn't want to be married to a nine-to-fiver.
There's a lot of spontaneity in our lives because
of the changeable schedule. When the weather
turns bad, it's a surprise holiday for all of us.
But, at the same time, the worst thing about
fishing is that you can't plan anything. You get
a wedding invitation months in advance and still
you can't let people know if you' ll be there till
the last minute. I couLd. never ask my husband to
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skip a trip for a wedding, especially during th<
Quay time of the year. I used to work bef ore w<
vere married, and when the children are both in
school I'd like to work part-time again But when
my husband's home I want to be home. Our family' s
schedule is Just too crazy."

"Last winter he was gone so much that when he came
home he was like company It felt like an
outsider had come home and taken over."

"The main difference between fishermen and
nine-toHivers is that fishermen don't have
reguhsr free time that they can count on. I we<><
up going ta more than my share of Little League
games when the boys were little. And to wedding>
and funerals alone. It's awkward. I was only 18
when we got married and it was very, very hard f or
me to accept his schedule. I 'd get a new dress
for some special occasion and get all excited
about it, then at the last minute he'd have t< 8<
out on a trip and I'd be stuck home alone-
There've been a lot of disappointments. Some
wives are real steppers and go out without the«
husbands. But I could never be comfortable doing
that unless it was all family or something-
say it took me about five years to finally accep<
the fact that I couldn't make plans."

"Fishing is an abnormal life He's gone from home
for so Long, and then you have to cram in a 10<
Living when he is home."

The most glaring dif ference between fishing and
other occupations is the irregularity of schedule- It
is not simply as irregular ae New England weather f
also depends on fishing quotas, the condition of the
equipment, market prices, and the whim of the captain
Normal" households move from breakfast to dinner,

froi weekend to weekend, wi.th regular stops at
holidays. None of these benchmarks work for the
fishing faid,ly. All that can be predicted about their
entire year is that the fishermen will be out more in
the good weather than in the bad.



Tri Len th

In this study, three distinctions were made
concerning the length of the fishing trip. Trip
length sets the pattern of activi.ty for both the
fisherman and his family and can have a great effect
on job satisfaction and family adjustment.

~hf f ~ Of I 92 4 4 d, 48X h
husbands who fish days. Depending on the type of
f ishing, the season, and who they ' re f ishing with, the
workday wi,ll. span hours such as 6 a.m. to 3 p.m., 5
a.m to 5 p.m , 3:30 a.m. to 1 or 8 p.m., 2 a.m. to 4
or 6 p.m. In the summer, fishing may take up all
available daylight hours and include predawn
preparation and after-dark cleanup. Inshore
shellfishermen tend to have the most nearly "normal"
schedules, with more fl.exibility, because they have
smaller operations which involve lees travel time to
the fishing grounds Some women who like day fishing
want their husbands home every night, no matter how
late. One woman states that "as long as he's home at
night to sleep, I feel safe. " She is probably
commenting on her sense of his safety as well as her
own. Others say they hate day fishing. It means that
their husbands leave before dawn and return exhausted
sometimes as much as 15 hours later.

~Sh f 4 . Of I Of, hdf f dh
marri.ed to short-trip fishermen. The fishermen vill
usually leave well before dawn, fish two days, and
return late on the evening of the third day. Usually
they stay home one or two days between tripe. The
short trip seems the happy medium for many. The time
at sea is balanced with enough time at home for
husbands to both rest and be with family.

~lYt .Of h 4 i d,144 id
to long-trip fishermen. The long trip will go from six
to eleven days out, with about three days spent at
home between trips ~ This is the most extreme pattern
of the three, with the longest periods at eea and the
most time spent at home. Yet some vives are
comfortable with this and find it the moat relaxing
choice of the three



TALK l. Attitude by Trip Length

Mould ou refer our husband to be in a di<««nt

~LonShort

posi tive
mixed feelings
nega t ice

x2t p  G5

l9

2

Lfvi eith Un redictabilit

The ma!ority of fishermen'e wives in this st«y
felt that their family's home life iI different «om
the home life of nonfiebing families, as sbo<»n
Table 2.

The differences they perceive have to do primari13
with the Lack of routine and the relative closeness or
aeparateneee of fishermen and their families. The
question of schedule came up frequently during the
interviews. Descriptions of schedule disruption and
inability to plan vent from the specific to the
general!

"I never knout how much to cook or when to serve
dinner. "

The wife's attitude toward fishing appe««o
depend on the trip length, with the shorter trip be "8
preferred. But trip length alone cannot be used to
determine the time a man has available to spend with
wife anct family ln some cases, crewmen are expected
to spend many of their in-port hours working on the
boat- htWome time must be used firet for rest> «
allot' recovery from very strenuous work, before it can
be counted as leisure or family time.

There waa no "ideal" pattern of fishing trips for
the 50 vomen in this study. The only ideal that held
was that the fisherman not change his pattern
radically or frequently-
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h» vae faced vt th s d~et te ~rgency, he f rare, Sh»
had to take over and did eo vi.th no problee b«cauee
«he +ae mere ueed to that kind of emergency.



TABLE 2. The Effect of Fishing an Family's Home Lif

Is home life different for families in which the
husband father is a fisherman than for families wi<h
a land-bound husband father?  First two responses
recorded.

no dif ference

don't know, most friends and relatives
fish

yes:

there ia no routine or schedule
you never can plan social or family events
wife has more responsibility far children

and home

fairly doeen't aee much of father, do much
together

husband doesn't have much free time, more
work hours

husband sees more of family
husband is closer to family
husband/father is appreciated more
husband ia thought of often during the day
fishermen are hardier and braver
fishermen are closer to nature
husband not available to help with problems
husband ia away more
kids don't have day-to-day contact with

father

children are more independent
fishermen's wives don't get involved

outside home

thoughts are always on the weather
social life ia different, often alone

13

8

What kf,nd of day does ¹ woman have when her
husband is at home caapared to her routine when he Xs
at sea P Tables 3 and 4 report the f i rst three
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responses per individual to questions concerning
differences in daily activities between husband'8 time
at home and husband's time at sea.

TABLE 3. Daily Life When Husband Is at Home

What kinds of thin s do ou do when our husband is
at home that ou wouldn't do when he's out fishin 2

Activities ~l

36

14

13 9
9 8

8 5 5 2

go out together
increase in housework, faster home pace
socialize with others
normal routine is disrupted
work together
husband, wife, and family are together
relax, en!oy ourselves
stay home together
camping, sports
nothing is different.

The ideal way t,o evaluate differences in daily
schedule would be to have respondents keep a detailed
diary of activities for days when husband is at home
and days when he is out fishing. The validity of this
information depends upon the women's ability to
distinguish the differences in routines. Even though
this is not totally reliable, there seems to be some
agreement. The days when the husband is at home are
apparently treated as weekends, regardless of where
they appear during the week These days are unusual,
different from the normal routine, and are reserved
for activities in which husband and wife and family
are together. Specific !oint activities mentioned
were: eating breakfast and dinner out, going to the
beach or to the Point, going to movies, taking short
trips, working around the yard and house, playing
cards, watching TV, fishing, canoeing, snowshoeing,
bowling, camping, going to gai alai games,
entertaining friends, visiting friends.

Some responses indicate that the husband's time at



TABID 4. Daily Life eben Husband Is Out Fishing

@hat kinds af thi s do ou do vhen our husba« <~
eat fishi that ou vouldn't do if he vere ho« ~

Activities

home is a break in normal routine that xs au«otally
welcome. Fourteen vomen reported that the husband
presence ia the house means more bousevork, %ore
shopping, more cookinl, generally a more hectic Pace
Nine commented that vhea their husbands are not
fishing, they get nothing done in the home, the
children stay up later, they spend time catering ta
their husbands and pampering them. In Table 4 <e See
that six respondents feel there is lore order in the
home vhen the husband is at saa

Normal, ordered activity is thought to occur vhen
husbajnds vere operating in thai r sphere ~ and the vivea
and children in theirs. The same mental separatioo. of
normal routine and abnormal routine vavld probably be
reported in nonf Rehinge families vhen vives speak of
weekends or holidays. The difference here is that
fishermen's vivas do not have the security of knowing

housekeeping, errands, yard vork
hobbies
social activities
Shopping, movie, recreation
there is more order in the home
there is nothing different
sports, outdoor activities
child-related activities
ealaried vork
Itays home more
«lay ia more spontaneous
peaceful time to self
«lay is very quiet and long

"There ie a schedule vhich holds."

"The pace is m>re relaxed."

"The house is neater."

27
18

1712 6 2 1 I 1
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just when the disruptions in their "normal" routine
will occur. They have to be ready to enjoy or
tolerate the difference whenever weather, quotas, or
other unpredictable factors keep their husbands home.

Table 4 shows that husbands' extended time at home
may upset wives in another way. Besides catching up
on housework and maintaining an ordered home, many
women seem to use their husbands' time away as time
for themselves as individuals. They do things then
which would normally be put aside in favor of spending
time with their husbands. They visit friends, have
lunch and wi.endow-shop, read, paint, play the piano,
take voice lessons, play tennis, sew, work at
different crafts and hobbies, or just enjoy a
"peaceful time." Realizing that fishermen's wj.ves
often carry an unusual burden of family responsibility
for unusual lengths of time, this allowance of
personal enjoyment becomes very important in keeping a
healthy balance. Events which threaten to keep
husbands home for unusual periods of time not only
disrupt "normal" routines,' they also threaten to
curtail the wives' much needed personal time. Most
fishermen's wives have adjusted with some difficulty
to coping with many hours alone. Many have turned
this adjustment to their advantage and enjoy and need
to have a certain amount of time to themselves.
Qisrupti.on of this pattern would necessitate further
adjustments on the part of both husband and wi,fe.

The wanen were asked what work schedule for their
husbands would be ideal from their own point of view-
Almost invariably they chose the current schedule.
However unusual the work schedule might be, the
fisherman's wife finds some consistency in the
fluctuating pattern. She can tolerate or even enjoy
the day-to-day unpredictability as long as it fits the
general flow she has grown accustomed to. Let a
day-tripper s~itch to long trips, or vice versa, and
you will find a very unsettled wife. Seasonal shifts
are also part of the pattern. "Summer widows" know
their husbands will be at home much more in the winter
and they adjust their time and their expectations
accordingly. The fisherman's wife learns to react to
schedule irregularities with great flexibility, but a
pronounced variation could cause great discomfort





"We have all the comforts."

"Kt's a good salary."

"You can work for extra money aad earn a lot in a
short time.

"We are financially secure "

Despite seasonal slowdowns, f ishermen generally
earn an excellent salary, enabling the family to
enjoy a high material style of living. Table 6 gives
a sample of aa inventory of material possessioas for
1972 and 1978. The increase in luxury items in 1978
may reflect the fishermen's increase ia salary since
1972.

TABLE 6. Material Life-Style

1978  n 50!1972  n 26!
Owa.

home

color TV

dishwasher

airmoadit ioaer

46. 2X

65. 4

30. 8

19. 2

76X

9O
56

32

This makes sense an several different levels. It is
easier to live with a man who is happy with his work.
If a man spends his working hours in misery or under
tension, some of that is bound to go home with him.
Sirailarly, if the job is satisfyiag and rewarding, the
worker should bring home a sense of well-being and
equanimity. Kt is personally pLeasing for a woman to
see the husband she cares about happy and healthy in
his work. We will see that fishermen's wives have aa
unusual amount of involvement in their husbands' work,
Some of the husband's job satisfaction may be
experienced as the wife's own job satisfaction because
of her active participation and interest, particularly
if the wife is aot herself employed outside the home.
One woman said that her husband seemed to enjoy his
work so much more than she enjoyed hers that she.
became raotivated to look for changes in her owa work
routine.

Secondly, fishermen's wives like the money:





Two women commented that fishing was good for
their families:

"The fishing schedule can be worked around the
f amily schedule. "

"The family can get involved in fishing."

TabLe 7 is the counterpart of Table 5, and gives
the f irs t three responses from the women when they
were asked what they disliked abou.t fishing Zt is
interesting to see how the positive reactions compare
with the negative ones.

TABLE 7 Negative Attitudes Toward Fishing

What is disliked about fishin 7

nothing, generally positive

the danger

industry-connected  goverIIment,
prices, weather!

Its negative ef feet on:
husband

f inances

myself
husband/wife relationship
the family
friendships and social life

6

10

9

15

7

].9

While 33 women liked the effect fishing has on
their hUsbands, six disliked it. They felt their
husbands worked too hard, worked more than their
share, or were unable to forget their responsibilities
and relax. Thirty-one women appreciated the financial
benefits of fishing, but ten disliked the i.rreguLarity
of income or the insecurity brought about because of
the lack of benefits. Health insurance and retirement
plans do not automatically come with the job. It is
up to the fisherman or his wife to make arrangements
for such insurance. Such individual plans are costly
and require monthly payments even though the



fisherman's income has no monthly uniformity Keeping
up with income tax requirements is an additional
burden-

Nine women disliked fishing for personal reasons.
This is equal to the number who liked fishing because
of personal reasons. Negative comments include the
f oll~ng:

"The irregular schedule has me always up in the
air."

"I hate being alone. I hate waiting-"
"The boat always comes first."

"There is too much responsibility."
ha opposed to the four women who felt fishing is

positive influence on the husband/wife relationsMpt
l5 women thought it detrimental and made comments such
as'

"Me have no tf.me together."
"X hate the long hours."

"Me are 'summer widows.'"

"Be is gone too much. Our time together is too
crowded with catching up; it is unnatural-"

"Fishing is unhealthy for marriage."
Seven women disliked the effect fishing has on

their family. Some of the comments included'-
"Me can't plan family activities."

"Ny husband misses all family crises."
"The kids are attached to the mother rather than
to both parents.

"Hy husband does not have enough time with the
children."

Industry-related conplaints and the issues af
Personal, marital, and family ad!ustment in relation
t,o fishing vill be studied in more detail in Section
II

Only seven women claimed dislike of the danger
involved in fishing. This is interesting in view of
the fact that danger is one of the factors that
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distinguish this occupation from others ~ A full
discussion of this factor follows.

As with most questions asked in this study, the
one concerning likes and dislikes elicited a wide
spectrum of responses, some diametrically opposed.
Undoubtedly, if asked the same questions today,
women might give a different variety of gripes and
approvals. However, there i.s enough evidence to
generalize on several points. Fishermen's wives are
happy to have their husbands doing work they en!oy.
They like the monetary rewards of fishing, but believe
that fishing is hard on a marriage and hard on their
social life.

THE DANGER

"I doa't worry about him. I never have. I knov
It<s dangerous. I saw a movie once filmed from my
husband's boat, about 240 miles out, in March. It
was unbelievably rough. I know about some
near-tragedies. You have to watch out for whales,
submarines, freighters. But, all in all, more can
happen to you onshore than out there."
"I used to ~orry about him vhen I was younger, but
I know this cap tain doesn ' t take chances. I don' t
hear till later, through the grapevine, that there
vere 12-foot seas. He dosn't want to worry me.
Ny neighbors seem to worry more about the weather
than I do."

"I can't sit home for days and worry about the
boat sinkiag I ignore it."

"See that boat over there!"  She points to a
watercolor hanging on the living room wall.! "Ny
husband and three crewmen vere off New Bedford in
heavy fog when it vas cut ia half by a freighter
Two of the men went off the front and two off
the back. Luckily, somebody from the freighter
saw what happened and they only spent a couple of
hours in the water before they vere picked up
The Coast Guard called me Co come and pick him up.
The next day he spent looking for another boat.
But he liked that one best. No, I don't worry."



"On,e of our friends was on that boat that went
down. He spent three hours in the water and it s
still pret ty cold this t ime of year. Me we re
talking with him and he vas pretty shook up about
it. Said he wouldn't go out again without a
survival suit. Zt makes you think."

"Sure, it's dangerous. Especially at night or in
bad weather. Someone could fall overboard and you
wouldn't even know. But I knov when to expect >im
hoee within a couple of hours, and I don't even
begin to worry unless he's late. After all, when
your time is up, it's up, whenever."

Does caamercfal fishing !ustify worry? The media
in the Nev England coastal area report almost weekly
on fishing in!uries and fatalities, on boats lost in
storms or disabled in collisions. Fog, wind, and cold
plague offshore Nev England waters. Heavy equipment
carried on board can malfunction or fail in severe
weather, posing additional hazards. Fishermen trying
to take advantage of a good run of fish or of a high
market price may risk staying at sea too long, to the
point of exhaustion, increasing possibilities of
accident Poggie snd Gereuny compared fishing
fatalities to those of the most dangerous land
occupation, coal mining. They found that fisheries
recorded 2L.4 deaths per million man days and coal
mining 8 ' 3 �974:90! There is no doubt of the
danger.

There are some measures that can be taken to
reduce risk. h fisherman can make sure he works on a
well~uipped, well~intained boat for a responsible
captain. Money can be invested in the finest safety
equipment. Still, there is little that can be done
about a freak stoaa or a freighter bearing dovn upon
you in the fog. h man who fishes for a living has
come to terms vith potential danger. He knows the
work is largely routine for an experienced and careful
worker. He is confident in his ability to handle
emergencies He deals vith danger as it occurs. What
about his wife, who will not know until some time
after the fact just hov routine his trip has been?
Table 8 gives the first two responses to the question
"Bow do you feel about fishing as a dangerous
occupation?" Thirty-three responses involve varying
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degrees of worry and 23 responses concern worry on
certain occasions. Twenty-seven responses claim no
worry, ten of these denying the dangerous aspects of
the occupation. There was no significant relationship
between the length of fishing trip and the reaction to
dan.ger.

How is it possible for so many women to ignore the
possibilities of dangers Leon Festinger's theory of
cognitive dissonance �957! gives us some insight into
the problem. When environmental reaLity is
inconsistent with psychological comfort, there is a
drive to reduce the dissonance and to achieve
consonance. If the threat to equilibrium cannot be
eliminated, reality can be reinterpreted, ignored, or
counteracted with social support. Since there is
little a woman can do to change the dangerous nature
of fishing, she may choose to ignore that aspect,
focusing instead on the fact that accidents are
possible in any occupation. In the newspapers she
vill notice the number of accidents people encounter
simply by driving on the interstate to work.
Information concerning incidents at sea will not be
dwe lt upon. I f conf ront ed wi th such incident s, she
may claim the captain was not trustworthy, the boat in
poor condition, or cite other explanations which would
rule out discussion of general. danger and interpret
the event as having been caused by obvious mistakes.

If the danger is acknovledged and causes no worry,
it may be that the woman is the type that deals with
life on a factual, day-to-day basis and is simpLy not
the worrying kind. Or she may have grown up with a
fisherman in the home and be thoroughly accustomed to
the occupation and familiar with its hazards. A woman
whose husband has been fishing for tea years has seen
him return safely from hundreds of fishing trips. She
keeps this uppermost in her mind, disregarding the
storms or near~isses that may actually have
threatened him. Certainly, fishermen themselves do
not talk as though the next trip might be their last.
'Qomen vho are married to fishermen must operate under
the same assumptions.

Still, there are many women who admitted that they
do worry. They commented that they are very relieved
when their husbands return after particularly long
trips or stormy weather.



TAILK 8 Reaction to the Danger of Fishing

How do ou feel about fishin as a dan erous

worried more when first married/
when he first started fishing

worries if it is late, if there are storms
it is dangerous, but doesn't worry
is dangerous, ref era to accidents, incidents,

possibilities
it is not any more dangerous than other !obs
never worries or thinks about it
worries, but trusts her husband or the captain
it is dangerous, worries
f.t is very dangerous, is very scared, worried
vorries more now than when younger
worries on long trips
it is dangerous, but anything can be dangerous
it is very dangerous, but doesn't worry
worries about accidents
has no fear, accepts it

10

10 9

The women were asked how they cope with the danger
of fishing. Table 9 outlines their coping strategies,
giving the first three responses, many of which
correspond to Festi,ager's theory.

Keeping busy, trying ar succeeding in never
thinking about it, getting used to it and accepting it
are ways of ignoring the threat of danger. Spending
money on safety equipment is an active atteept to
reduce the danger. Making radio contact, Listening to
the weather reports, calling the Coact Guard, the
captain's wife or other crew wives are activities that
keep the woman informed and reassured that all is
normal ~ Having faith in God or in the competency of
her husband or the captain allows a woman ta relieve
hereelf of some of the worry. Occasionally the worry
@ay be so pervasive that. watching and waiting are the
onLy possible activities.

From the women's comments, it would appear that
many believe it is childish and self-indulgent tp
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spend too much time worrying. Particularly when there
are children in the home, it is felt, a woman must
keep busy and continue normal activities even though
she may be especially worried about her husband' s
safety. Excessive worry is probably something that a
fisherman's wife grows out of as she gradually learns
to cope with the idiosyncracies of the occupation.
Coping gradually becomes adaptive behavior. Ten women
stated they worried more when they were first married
or when their husbands first began to fish.

Interestingly, four women stated they worry more
now than when they were younger. Having children in
the home is a distraction fram worry and keeps women
occupied and intent on. creating and maintaining a
normal atmosphere. When children are grown and gone,
there is not only more time to think about the
dangers, but there may also be more to worry about.
In their Later years, fishermen have valuabLe
experience to rely on, but they no Longer have the
stamina or quick reaction time they had in their
youth Nomen may see their husbands coming home more
and more exhausted as the years go by and worry more
about their safety.

TABLE 9. Coping with the Danger of Fishing

How do ou co e with the worr ?

t res t the captain or husband ' s judgment
caLL other crew wives, captain's wife
keep busy
radio contact

try never to think about it
never think about it
get used to it, accept it
watch the harbor, watch at the dock
wait
spend money on safety equipment
listen to weather reports
faith in God

call Coast Guard

l4 8 7 6 6 5 4 3 3
2 2 l
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For the most part, fishermen's wives seem to take
the dangerous aspect of fishing in stride. At least
most of the worry is kept below the surface so that
day-to-day Living can proceed unaffected

CAPThIHS AND CREWMEN

"There is a difference between owners and crewmen.
It kind of bothers me because I'm not a snobby
person, but I don't feel comfortable with
crewmen's wives. I don't feel any better than
thee, !uet not comfortable. Host of our friends
are owners. Maybe it's because we have more in
common, sharing the same responsibilities and
point of view."

"Some captains don't mingle They' re kind of
aloof. But most of them are regular people. And
their wives are always friendly."

"Some of them really Like being captain. They
keep it a secret when the boat's going out next'
When we vere dating, my husband told me to be
careful about talking with the captain. I was''t
supposed to kid around with him as much as with
the others in the group."

One obvious distinction among fishermen is their
status on board. In this part, virtually all boats
are captained by their owners. Socially, the
separation is detectable though not rigid. People
generally are more comfortable spending time with
those most Like themselves.

Several things keep the crew/captain boundary
flexible. Fishermen are more apt to separate
themselves by the kind of fishing they do rather than
by status on board. Thus, the captain from one
lobster boat may have more in cmamon with a crewman
from another lobster boat than with the captain of a
trawler. Xf a captain has the same crew over a period
af years, it is likely they vill become friendly. One
captain's wife mentioned annuaL Christmas
get-togethers with the crew and their families. This
particular port has so much family involvement that
crewmen and captains may be distant or close
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relatives. A.iso, a crewman aspiring to boat ownership
may form a friendship with the captain from whom he is
learning the business. Status distinctions are
relaxed because they will soon be working on the same
level.

Captains earn more money and risk more. Crewmen
have less personal control over their schedules.
Twenty-three of the women in this sample are married
to captains. Table l0 gives the responses of the
remaining 27 when asked if they would like their
husbands to become captains.

Wi th captain s tatus comes added f inancial
rewards, plus the possibility of more independence and
flexibility. One woman had a very strong opinion of
its benefits:

"Fishermen are of a very low caliber. They have
no family and they have a fast life-style and
think only of themselves If you bang around
people like that, strange values begin to rub off
on you. The only way to survive is to become an
owner and make enough money to move away from
other fishermen."

But many women see ownership as less desirable:

"I'm flattered that he doesn't want his own boat.
Owners are married to their boats, and their wives
and families take a back seat."

"Boat owning is a tremendous responsibility. The
paperwork and expense is unbelievable."

Some of the women who were not interested in captain
status may have had doubts about the future of
fishing. Owning a boat is a great financial burden.
A few bad seasons at the beginning of operation can
make it impossible to keep up the stiff payments on a
boat and they could lose i' There are also the
government quota regulations, which limit the
possibilities for profit. Much must be considered
before a woman will opt for a change.
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TABLE 10. Desirability of Upward Nobility

Do ou want our husband to become a ca tainfowner-

not applicable 23

37.LX
18. 5X
11. 1X

33. 3X

no

mixed feelings
yes, but too old
yes

STATUS

The status of fishermen has improved in recent
years. Previously, f ishermen were stereotyped as men
unable to hold down normal jobs and hard drinkers who
made poor family men. One woman commented that
"fishermen were regarded as social lepers, but now
it's the thing to be." There is now more recognition
of the skill involved in f ishing as well as of the
economic importance of the industry and of the
resource itself. Presently, fishing income is of ten
higher than local land-based jobs. The approximate
median family income in the port area in 19l0 was
$10,004  Poggie and Gersuny, 1974:26!. In 1978, crew
members on one boat vere averaging $50,000. This was
unusually high, but not unrealistic for a top crew and
vessel in a good year. Even though fishermen's
reputation and economic status have improved, seven
women in this study married fishertnen without their
f amily 's approval. No doubt parents worry about their
daughters spending too much time alone, about the
dangerous situations their sons-in-law may be stuck
in, about the irregularity of the income.

The recent government involvement vith the fishing
indUstry has had an interesting side ef feet.
Fishermen are in the news. They are beginning to
organize the1r reactions to nev restrictions. Because
the government is regulating them, they have lost
something of their outlaw image and gained a kind of
respectability. The job has become somewhat more



conventional in its public image. It is now pos sible
for fishermen's wives to commiserate with wives
married to government-regulated businessmen.

A WAY OF LIFE

His work changes with the seasons in a way that
keeps him free from the dullness that comes to
people who have always the same occupation.
The danger of his life on the sea gives him the
alertness of a primitive hunter and the long
nights he spends in his curagh bri.ng him some of
the emotions that are thought peculiar to men who
have lived with the arts. [J.M. Synge on the
fishermen of the Aran Isles, in J M. S n e and. His
World, by Robert Skelton, p. 54]
Individually, fishermen are as varied as the men
in any occupation but hardships ... exposure to
danger and the most unremitting labor have bred a
sturdy, persevering race, full of resource,
essentially non-conformist, recognizably
anti-authoritarian, blunt, uncompromising and
genuinely sincere.

Yes, to be afraid of the sea's the wrong thing
altogether but you' ve got to respect it. You' re
only a puny thi,ng, only a small thing there you
know. It's much bigger'n you are... ~ I think a lot
of people go through life and they don't have
anything to bri.ng them down Co size, do they'
It 's the job that counts ~ If you 're a coal miner,
I think that brings you down to size in the same
way.  S. Festing on North Sea herring fishermen,
in Fishermen, pp. l2, 95-96]
"My husband is proud to be independent and
self-employed and making good money Co boot. And
I'm proud of him."

"I think fishermen are friendlier and nicer than
most people. They stick together and help each
other A couple of years ago a fisherman lost an
eye in a fight All the other fishermen chipped
in to help him. Maybe they' re nicer because
they' re happier with their jobs. They stay



healthy and like what they' re doing. I'd be
pleased and proud to have my sons grow up to be
f i she rmen. "

"Both my family and hie have been fishing for
years- If his boat goes down or if he's lost at
sea, he ' s told me not to grieve f or him because
he's doing the work he loves ~"

Poggie and Gersuny examined the ideational
characteristics of fishermen and found that fishermen
had a "personal commitment to the occupation"
�974:61! This statement was frequently echoed by
f ishermen' s wives.

When a woman says "fishing i.s a way of life," she
is expressing the sense of pride and the romance of
the occupation she shares with her husband. She is
al.so saying it is different. It may sometimes be
different in alarming and distracting ways, but it is
also somewhat exclusive. Not everyone can fish for a
living; the way of life is different enough to make it
a bit mysterious to Land-bound workers.

When husbands in Poggie's 1978 interviews were
asked, "Would your wife rather see you in another
occupationV," 72X responded no, 8X in part, and 20X
yes. For the majority of the wives who have
apparently accepted fishing, comments indicate that
their acceptance has a lot to do with adapting and
being used to the occupation:

"It seems natural to be married to a fisherman. "

"I can't imagine any other way of being married-"

In response to the true/false item "I can' t
imagine being married to a banker," 84Z agreed. Many
women laughed at this idea and, when questioned, said:

"I'm not that type.

"Bankers are stuffy and inflexible and more
educated-"

"I 'm more outgoing."

"I prefer a more casual life-style."

Being married to a fisherman seems to add up to a
life-style that is casual and f lexible and jus t the



opposite of what women imagine it would be like if
they were married to a banker.

The decor in a f ishing f amily's home of ten
includes items with a fishing or sea motif, including
framed oils and photos of previously owned boats,
seascapes, ship's clocks, statues of fishermen,
anchors, ship models, etc. Though home decor was not
a formal part of this survey, this fishing motif was
noticed in nine of the homes visited and would
probably have been found in more if looked for
specifically.

Fishing cannot be compartmentalized. During the
f ishing season, there is a peculiar quali ty to the
time a ff.sheaaan spends in the home ~ He stays near
the telephone, listens to the weather constantly,
compares notes with other fishermen He 1s on call
and waiting. It is difficult for his family to forget
that another trip is imminent. There is seldom enough
leeway for overnight jaunts, and even dinner dates are
cut short in case the next day is a workday.

It is a wrap-around occupation, affecting and
shaping a way of life.
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TABLE 11. Age

3 2 2
31

2 3 1
4 1 1

19-20
21-25
26-30
31-34
36-39
41-47
50-54
57-58

3
6

11

9 6 5 5
4

nm49
mean 35.1

TABLE 14. Number of Children

Number

12
9

12
6
4
7

1-5
6-10

11-15
18-20
21-29
31-38

8 6
20

10 2 3 1
n 50
meanm14. 2 n 50

mean 2 ~ 1

TABLE 16. Previous Employment

~Jb I ~Job r~e

TABLE 13. Years Married

N b fl Y** Fee

TABLE 1S. Present Employment

store salesperson
secretarial
factory
beautician
student
fishing crew*
fishing for eel
cooking shellfish
waitress
babysitting
nurse's aid
X-ray technician
bus driver
ceramic teacher

*Crew work was seasonal or
occasional, not year round.

TABLE 12. Education

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
19

n~50
mean~1 2. 5

secretarial
store sales
waitress/hostess
bank teller
teacher
nurse
mi 1 1 wee ve r
teacher's aid
nurse's aid
dental assistant
bookkeeper
cook
cook shellfish
shellfish co. clerk
phone operator
c ounselor
department score buyer
factory worker
babysitter
fishpacker

1310 6 3 3 2 2 1
1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1



city of Providence. It vas assumed, therefore, that a
"true" response would indicate a modern, or
advent urous, pe rs pect ive.

The projective section of the interview was based
on personality analyses and theoretical work on
mode rni ty, i ndepe nde nce, and f a tal i sm by Richard Coen,
Joseph Kahl, and Everett Rogers. Kahl analyzes the
modern. personal i ty using scales of individua li sm and
activism. Ln his analysis, the modern person is an
individualist and an activist who can plan for the
future with confidence in his or her ability to bring
plans to fruition �968: 133!. Rogers describes a
modern social system as one that values education,
allows system members to see themselves in different
roles, and has a positive attitude toward change
�971: 32-33! .

The results of the projective item responses were
subjected to factor ana1,yses. This is a method to
determine statistically the independent clusters of
related variables into which responses fall Thus,
sets of questions which were planned to address a
specific trait may be statistically grouped otherwise.
The procedure used principal components analysis with
varimax rotation. The number of factors rotated was
determined using an eigenvalue cutoff of 1 0* This
analysis resulted ia four independent clusters or
factors, in contrast to expectations of three based on
the dimensions of modernity, independence, and
fatalism discussed above. The first four factors
appear to measure styles and degrees of personal
autonomy, and account for 4l.8X of the variance.

Table 17 shows the interview items, grouped
according to their rankings. The groupings are
examined and an attempt is made to name the groupings
or factors in a way that is consistent with what the
items represent in terms of personality traits.

The first factor concerns self-control and
acceptance of responsibility  items 2-5, 7-9!.
Responses to items 1 and 6 may indicate satisfaction
with present life allowing for adventurous choices.
Factor II is an ideal~odern factor, indicating a
progressive, broad~lnded outlook  items 8, 10-13!.

awhile Factors XXX aad XV are comparatively weak,
accounting for 8 5X and 7.6X of the variations,
respectively, they are still conceptually interesting.



TABLE 17. Fa«tor Analysis of personality Items

Factors

II 111 IV

.62 .17 .05 -.17

-. 60 . 10 �. 07 �. I I

~ 24 -,13-. 58 .02

. 56 -.01 ~ I I -»06

.14

.06
�. 36

.04
-.12
-.V5

,24
-,05
-,28

-. 52
-. 49
-. 48

. 39 -.07

.16 � .04 ,20

~ 75 . 33 .06�. 19

» 73 .02 �.25.04

. 56 �. 25

. 55 -.11
�,09
�. 01

� .33
.44

-.13 .14 .69 �.39

03 .16 �.68 .10

39 -. 01 �,61 �.09

12

. 12 . 32 . 46 �. 33

.18 -. 18 . 24 �,04

02
.24

-. 36

-»08 -.18 .60
.18 .09 -.36
. 11 �.24 . 53

-. 12 .08 �.05 -.45

I
II

II I
IV

'3.

5 ~

6.
7.
8.

9,

I0»

13.
14»

17,

18.

19.

20.

21.
22.

23.

It given $6,000 ' I wou I.d rather l«am to f1.y
a plane than buy a n«w car.
Host uf us are victims of forces w» cannot
understand, Iet alone control
In order tc be happy, one must behave in ways
that other people desix«, even if you have
suppress your own ideas som«times
I'd rather find out about a dangerous situation
than' aot think about it,.
I do not need to buckle my seat belt becnus« "when
yout. time is up, It's up."

cannot i'}gine being marti»d tn a banker
Some people are horn losers.
lf Income were t«mporarIIy restricted, I'd rather
get a t@mpora'ry part-time job than manage the
hous«with limited funds.

king a lot of mon«y is a matter of g«tting t.he
right breaks.

is acceptable for unmarri«d young couples
nut pL>nning to have oh1ldr«n to live together.
Oeing po11tically snd socisllv active can chang«
the world we li v« in.

would Ii.ke ai.l my children to po t:o coll«8« i.f,
pons ib I«»
Woven have as much right as mc>n to sow wild oats.
lf I spend enough time working on it I cauld
become a musici.an or auto mechanic.
1'ishing boats will never be: built to accommodate
'worn« n
Rather than discuss with my husband the purchase of
family gifts, I pr«f»r to chouse them myself,
@then''I'm not feeling well, I'd rather have my
husband cook dinner than cook it myself
When som«thf.ng is brok»n or not worki.ng, I'd rather
try to tink«r with It myself than call the repair-
man immediat«ly.
I do not want «o see the local business area grow
any more.
I would prefer to try a new restaurant in Frovidenc
rather than eat at a local restaurant.
Hhat happ«ns to m» is my own doing.
Host things that happen to us are for our own
good.
Because I can count on my f'amily and fri»nds,
I don't ~orry much about solving problems that
come up

~ ideal~dern  II 5A of variance!
~ act ivemodern  8, 5X uf variance!



Relationship Between Personalit and Other

Sociocultural Variables

The four personality factors identified are
interesting to this study in terms of how they are
correlated to other sociocu1tural variables, including
fishing-related variables. This relationship is
illustrated in Table 18

Table 18 indicates that three of the independent
variables are significantly related to Factor I,
self"controllin : education, family involvement, and
husband's status. Factor II� ideal-modern, is
significantly related to trip length. There is a
significant negative relationship between Factor III,
active~odom, and the independent variables of age,
length af marriage, and husband's status. Factor IV,

itin ray >~a y sr~
independent variables

TASLK l8. Relationship Between Personality Factors
and Independent Variables

Factors

IVInde cadent Variables

�.07 .21
�. 28* �. 05

�,01 .17

. 40*« . 18

.09 ~ 05
-.09 .24

education
age
negative attitude

tovard husband's gob
family involvement
length of marriage
years of fishing
'husband's status

trip length

* P .05  .273!
«» P .01  .354!

.07
-. 10

-. 10

-. 13

� 06

10

.05
�. 06

~ 38««

.06
�. 29«

% 23
4 1**

�. 05

3 2*

� 07

-. 13
4 1**

24

I

II ideal~odern

III active~odern
IV ~

F actor I I I concerns ac tive~oderni sm   1 t ems 1 4-19 !-
Factor IV appears to describe someone who feels
somewhat oppressed by circumstances and is desirous of
change  items 9, 17, 18, 20-23!.



Discussion

Factor I, self-controllin , accounts for the
largest percentage of the variance �4. lX!. Education
is positively related to this factor, suggesting that
as years of formal education increase so does a
woman's sense of self-worth and confidence in her own
capabilities. The wife with more than the average
education �.2.5 years! may feel more in control and
able to meet; all circumstances with reasonable
solutions. There is a negative relationship between
the self-controllin factor and family involvement in
fishing. A possible explanation for this finding is
that having relatives who fish would make the
occupation seem less unusual and may leave fewer
opportunities for assuming unusual personal and family
responsibility. A woman with relatives who fish may
be part of an understanding network which offers
mutual assistance and support Additionally, a woman
with relatives in the industry might be more willing
to accept the status quo and be more passive or agree-
able in respect to her husband's work, or to the world
in general.

Lt is not surprising that self-controllin is
positively correlated with being married to a captain.
There are a number of reasons why a captain's wife
might feel in control and satisfied with her life An
established captain can provide more financial
security. The captain's wife may actually be a
business partner, helping with boat accounting and
dealing with land-based fishing operations, such as
finding and, purchasing supplies or parts for boat
repair. This would give a strong sense of active
paxtici.pation and self~orth. There is also a certain
amount af status that goes with being married ta a
captain Grew wives and girlfriends will call her to
find out when the boat is due and may go to her to
pick up the paychecks- The captain is also able to
exercise more flexibility in setting his schedule to
avoid conflict with some family events, so his
wife will probably feel less manipulated than might a
crew wife with a totally inflexible and unpredictable
schedule.

Although not statistically signif icant  -. 24!,
there is a tendency for trip length to be negatively





tendencies. Education is positively related to
d .21!. fh d Id fh

wider perspective and be core aware of other possible
ways to earn a living. Fishing may be an impediment
to her expectations for her marriage or for her
husband's status. This logic follows when we note
that. the second highest correlation is dissatisfaction
I hh I d' ~ I  .12! ~ ~Da I 2

mild negative relationship  -. l3! with captain' s
status In the interview process, sever'al wives
expxessed dissatisfaction with their husbands' crew
status. Some said their husbands were expected to
work harder than other crew members, ox that their
work schedule and therefore their income was subigect
to the captain's whim

From the previous discussion, it is apparent that
variance in the personality variables may be
tentatively explained exclusively by conditions
independent of fishing in only one case. Active-
modern is clearly related to youth Self-controllin

d~d II  I 2 Ihflhfhl- I d
conditions, as well as with one other external
vaxiable, education. Ideal~odern is related totally
to f ishing-re lat ed concerns. This sugges ts that
aspects of a wife's personality are related to her
husband's participation in the extraordinary
occupation of fishing.

It is interesting to note the relationship of
education to the very different self-controJi.lin and

df . Ilh 2 I
f ishing-xelated conditions are present  captain
status, no relatives in fishing, and, possibly,
shorter trip length!, more than average education may
have the effect of helping a woman find satisfaction
in a life she believes she controls.  !n the other
hand, when fishing-related conditions are undesirable
 crew status, other occupation desired! increased
education may cause increased frustration.

At the present stage, the data show that aspects
of a woman's personality are related both positively
and negatively to aspects of her husband's involvement
in fishing. It is important that proposed innovations
be evaluated using the depth of this perspective. The
direction of this relationship, however, remains to be
resolved. 9o fishermen select wives whose personality



preadapts them to their husband's occupation or do the
fi,shermen's wives psychologically adapt to the demands
of the occupation after marriage? There may be a
certain amount of self-selection operating- For
example, independent women may be attracted to
independent fishermen. However, it is also possible
that per'sonality characteristics are significantly
molded in young adulthood, and by marrying a fisherman
when relatively young, a woman more easily adapts her
personality to the demands of this particular
Ufe-style.

HUSBANDS AND MOVES

Thexe axe a few women who fish as crew or
comwners out of this port. Still, this is
overwhelmingly a male occupat'ion. In New England
fishing has always been men's work. The men have gone
out to fis4 and face the elements while the women
watched the home fires and waited Does this
traditional separation of labor extend to other areas
af life when the husband is at home? Do fisheraen
adhere closely to male roles and not interfere with
their wives" home and family management? Do wives
steer clear of everything that has ta do with fishing?
@ha makes the decisions in these faad.lies? Me know
from asking about likes and dislikes that some
fishermen's wives think fishing is hard on a marriage,
while a few think it has a beneficial effect Mat
kind of adjustment problems do these couples face?

One of the most outstanding aspects of being
married to a fisherman is the amount of communication
and the degree of awareness a woman has about her
husband's job. If the division between male and
female roles were strict, one would suspect the man
would keep details about his work to himself,
preferring ta keep this sphere of his life separate
fram his wife's involvement Twenty per'cent of the
women report that their husbands rarely or never talk
to them about their work. Seventy percent say that
their husbands do discuss their trips, their work, the



"rex, boat equipment, etc, and an additional 10% say
their husbands "constantly," "automatically," or
"always" talk about their work. In one case, the
fisherman and his crew were "at home" during the
interview via the short~ave radio in the kitchen.
The woman responded to the items in the i.nterview wt.th
half her attention on the situation at sea, excusing
herself to make a phone call to get equipment her
husband had mentioned needing

Virtually all the women have been on their
husbands' boats in port, and many have accompanied
their husbands on fishing trips or local trips on the
boat. Often when a man is doing boat' maintenance at
port, his wife and children will join him at the dock
area, to watch or to help, or simply to be near him.
Net work and lobster pot maintenance is often done
right in the backyard or garage. One woman commented,
"The work is tangible. " They know about the daily
routine and about the potential for extraordinary
events such as equipment failures, extra-bounti.ful
catch, weather hazards, accidents

A woman can carry a mental picture of the
fisherman's work activities. Because of this, one
would assume that there would be less conceptual
distance between the husband's and wife's worlds. For
example, a woman married to an office worker may be
less interested and less imaginatively and/or
concretely involved in that area of her husband' s
life. This would be an interesting theme for a
comparative study which could contrast possible spouse
involvement io the husband's tangible/intangible work.

Eleven women cited industry-connected items among
their dislikes. Their complaints ran from nature to
politics and included the weather, government quotas,
f ish price s, and licensing requirement s. Th es e
comments show an active awareness of the problems that
plague the industry. A woman who claims to dislike
industry-connected aspects of fishing takes industry
issues personally.

In addition to job awareness, fishermen's wives
can be involved in the occupation in more direct ways.
Almost half the sample are married to captains who are
in business for themselves. Frequently in
self-employed situations the husband's business
becomes a family endeavor. One skipper's wife



consistently said "we" when speaking about her
husband's boat and about fishing activities. From her
viewpoint~ fishing was a !oint endeavor, his work was
her work, his risks vere her risks. Another claimed
she was "one-half the operation." She was the
land-based partner who located and obtained boat parts
and checked on supplies Running a crewed fishing
boat is a ma]or financial enterprise. Yearly expenses
on an average boat run in the vicinity of $~4,000,
with each trip costing between $1,000 and $I,5oo.
Boat owners most often have a professional accountant
hanoi.e their books and assist with tax preparation.
Kt is often the wife's responsibility to keep accounts
in order on a day-to-day basis before handing them
over to the accountant for quarterly checks. Even
crew members' finances are more complicated since the
government changed their tax status to self-employed-
They are individually responsible for keeping track of
their, earnings and for putting tax money aside

The interviews with the husbands in the study
conducted by Poggie give inf ormat ion about the extent
of the wives' assistance. Mhen asked, "@ho helps you
with fishing?," 23 men. said their wives do. Table 19
records the ways the husbands claimed their wives
help.

Occasionally a captain ' s wi f e will cook f oo 1 for
the crew to take on. their trips. As has been
mentioned, she may also serve as a link between crew
wives and their husbands, either by relaying messages,
keeping them informed of the boat's activities,
distributing paychecks, and occasionally reassuring
younger vivese

Though fishing separates husband and wife by time,
distance, and danger, it also offers unusual
opportuniti,es for sharing. The women who feel that
fishing has a posi.tive effect on themselves, their
family, and their relationships with their husbands
may be benefiting from the enthusiasm, interest, and
involvement they have wt,th fishing. It is equally
possible that these women have simply adapted w'ell to
the demands of their way of Hfe and have come to
en!oy the life-style their adjustments have allowed.



TABLE 19. tIife's Assistance

How does wife hei with fishin ? ~P*

14
2

1

1

does books and settlements
keeps tax records
helps with books
sets up stuff for accountant
does all books and records poundages of

species and logs where caught
pays bills
goes with him on days wbea father doesn' t
makes flags
is deckhand and helps with books and bills

5~23

Divi,sion of Labor

The previous discussion describes the woman' s
awareness of her husband's work activity. Is there a
reci.procal involvement by the husband in what is
traditionally thought of as "the women's world" ? One
might expect male participation in domestic activities
to be minimal. Fi,shermen work extremely long hours
and can't be expected to run home and wash the dishes
and play with the kids. Fishing is rugged work;
perhaps men who fish are too "macho" to be bothered.
with "women's work."

Elizabeth Bott �97l! describes segregation in
conjugal role relatIonships as participatIon in
different activities which are complementary or
independent. Integrated or joint conjugal
relationships are those in which individuals carry out
the same activities together or separately. Bott
found the degree af role segregation to change at
different points in a marriage and to be related to
closeness of social networks. Xn her work in a London
suburb, she also found that for couples with the
greatest degree of role segregation, husbands were in
manual occupations.

This study attempts to gauge the husbands'
involvement in domestic activities in several ways



The question "Does your hUsband help arauad the
housel" evoked varied responses, which «««ed to
both the kind and the degree of assistance given.
Table 20 gives the first response per individual.

TABES 20. Husband's Domestic Assistance

Role-Se re ated Res ense

De ree af Assistance
12X
22X

16X

Seve r

rarely
with traditional male !obs

Role-Kate rated Re ouse

10X

42X

De xee o.f Assistance

helps sometimes  too indefinite a 32X
response to code as integrated or segregated!

These responses do not indicate an overwhelmd.eg
tendency on the part of fishermen to stay witllin
trade.tional male roles The responses, however, are
very general and do no» give a clear picture of
husbands ' domestic involvement When speck.f ic

only' w'hen has to
with yam'd work
with heavy cleaning
handymen kind of work
hQQse lNsixLtenence

cooks

general domestic assistance

l2X

6X

I. OX

4Z

10X

6X



TANLK 21 Partfcfpatfoa fa Domestic Actfvitfes

Person Host Ree oaefble

caffe
Qaly fn

Nef ther Qf f e Husband 'e
Absence

Shared by
ltu abend Husband

and Mike

10
4

lG

13I

31
2

16

22
41
13
16
11
20

have car repaired
pay bills
do facoee tea 23
dfecfplfae children 3
boat accouarriag 33
wash car 4
transport children to
activities, doctor, etc. 2

take cere of pets 8
mow lava 16
do errands arouhd town 1
take out garbage 5
elean, straighten house
wash wf ndows
paint house interior
at night, thorn off lights

sod lock house
dreSS, f eed, cate I't ai n
children 2

lauadry
act oa complaints about
consumer goods or servic.es 3

10 8
13

13 7
LQ
12

40

27 9
33

42
36
18

3
15

1
10

13

17
2

13

X of possible responses

n-49

17. BX 49. 2X 1. 9X 21,8X

TA8LK 22. Performance of. Household Tasket Detroit and Pt. Judith

Partner Who fioat' /Alve s Perforce Task Pt. JudithSetroit

wife pays bills
husband pays bills
both share

41X
25X
34X

wife move lava
husband move Lawn
both share

16X
30X
16X

13X
7%X

6X

BGX
2X

17X

wife straightens house
husband sr.raightens house
bath share

activities snd decision processes vere mentioned, a
more accorate pictvre of participation vas dravn  see
Tables 21 and 23!.

rn 1955, 51ood and @olfe conducted a study of 73'
Detroit families. In Table 22, some of thei.r data on
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because others are less habituated to their
presence. f 1975: 86 j

Fishermen's wives hinted at this when they commented
an their childx'en's behavior, which is different when
fathers are at home, becoming either mare or less
disciplined. Perhaps the absence of f ishing husbands
has an effect on domestic decision~aking which is
similar to the effect Draper found among the !Kung.

Xt should. be pointed out that one woman commented
that she made certain decisions but involved her
Ihusband in discussion so that he would believe the
decisions were gofi.ntly reached. Her rationale is that
because hex' husband is frequently absent, it is
important to keep reinforcing his feeling of active
participation in family Life. This might help prevent
his losing interest and leaving things up to her
entirely.

Kt is interesting to note that there are not many
activities or decisions taken care of by wives when
their husbands are at sea and then relinquished to
them oa. their return. Such practice wouLd probably
lead to role friction. One woman stated that she had
been asked to choose a car in her husband's absence.
@hen he x'etux'ned, he vetoed her choice and chose and
purchased another car. Another wife mentioned that
she had takers cax'e of some home repairs. Upon her
husband's return, she was told everything had been
done wrong  not according to her husband's wishes or
expectations!. Such incidents can cause frustration
and hard feelings between husband and wife.

Interesting]I.y, Wilson found that mobile military
women reported the worst part of separation for them
was when their husband x'eturned and reasserted
himself." This was in direct contrast to the
husbands, who experienced the ~orst time of separation
at the actual time of departure �977".73!. For
fishing couples as well, a pattern of adjustment must
be woxked out. Husbands and wives must develop an
awareness of what is experienced in separation and
what is expected when reunited. Assuming total
responsibility for most domestic activities and
delaying ma/or decisions until the husband can
participate is probably the best adaptive response to
a situation of periodic absence The necessary gets



accomplished and the husband and wife learn to trust
each other's judgment

It is unclear whether or not Tables Zl and 23
reflect reality, They may instead represent the ideal
or most desirable division of labor and
decision~aking. When 61 2X of the group say that ten
decisions are made. by both husband and wife, they may
be saying they hope the decision lies equally in their
hands In reaIity it may not. This listing of
activities and decisions might be more meani.ngful if
compared to a nonfishing sample. A more accurate way
to gather information on real activities and
decision~aking would be to request a detailed diary
from some of the sample. The actual behavioral
information could then be analyzed

Tables 2L and 23 probably do indicate a belief in
sharing family responsibilities and decisions.
Assuming some accuracy of response, it does illustrate
male involvement in the woman's world. The degree of
sharing may be questioned, but strict rale segregation
is not apparent. In terms of the husband 's
involvement in the wife's world, there is also the
Uninves t iga ted pos sibi li ty that the husband is
involved and inter ested in his wife ' s career or
occupation.

Though this issue would be clarified with
comparative study, it appears that, contrary to
expectations, these marriages are not strictly role-
segregated.

alit of Relationshi

Something needs to be said about the quality of
the husband~ife relationship. It is extxemely
difficult to delineate such a relationship, let alone
judge quality in any objective fashion. Certainly,
the task is beyond the scope of this study. However,
after interviews with these 50 women, there appears to
be a possible pattern of three kinds of marital
relationships.

Some women are satisfied and/or happy wi,th their
marriages. They enjoy their husbands' time at home
but also enjoy the time they have ta themselves when
they are at sea. They are comfortable with flexible
schedules, and enjoy the spontaneity of bad weather
holidays at home.



Another group appears to be satisfied with their
max'ravages, but the balance is somewhat more
precarious. They f ind t'hemselves occasionally
resentful at having to bear the brunt of home and
family responsibility. They are anxious when their
husbsnds are away any length of time and become
vncomfortable,when the weather has kept them at home
too long. The equanimity of the marriage depends on a
careful balance of time together and time apart.
Concern was raised about changes in this balance.
Retirement, for example, loomed as a threat to some
women One woman said it would not be good for a
husband and wife to be constantly together after years
of alternating togetherness with separateness.
Another said it makes her nervous when her husband, is
around the house too much, and she is apprehensive
sIbout the time when he doesn't have to go out anymore.

There is a third possible group of women who seem
worried about their marriages. They are unhappy about
the. amount of t.ime spent apart from their husbands.
Xrregulat'ity of income tends ta trouble them. They
gharry about the dangers their husbands face ~ Thei.r
life-style feels unnatural and uncomfortable. They
express the need for an independent life, but then
feel the guilt of leaving children with babysitters
too often, or not being home when their husbands are.

Respondents themselves stressed the necessity of
adapting to this kind of marriage. As one said, "Some
never do. Those women who have not grown up with a
fishing relative or who don't have the advantages of
close kinship or friendship networks to turn to may
have a very diffi.cult time of it. During the time of
interviewing, the media reported the suicide of a
w'oman married to a fisherman from another New England
port. Though the circumstances af this incident are
unknown, one can imagine how a woman bearing too much
responsibility for home and young children, worried
about her husband, and left alone too often may suffer
from the strain.

Stereotypically, fishermen are heavy drinkers.
TIhis study did not, approach the complicated issue of
alcohol abuse among fishermen, but several women
alluded to the problem. The most common reference was
to drinking among "other fishermen," usually the
single or divorced men. No one said they worried



about their own husbands drinking and some counted
themselves f ortunate in this respect The fact that
drinking was mentioned voluntarily indicates not
necessarily personal knowledge of the problem but
perhaps a certain apprehension. The two women who
purposely want to live a distance from the port may be
thinking of the potential danger of being too near
fishermen's bars.

In the section on danger we saw that peak worry
times may occur in the beginning of a marriage and
later, when the husband, nea,rs retirement age These
times correspond with stages of difficult adjustment
in all marriages, and may caose additional tension
when it is least needed. In the beginning of his
career~ when the fisherman is most enthusiasticy is
enjoying the challenge, and is beginning to make some
financial headway, his wife is probably going through
her most difficult period of ad!ustment.

"His first year in fishing was my worst. Me
hadn't been married too lang and I was pregnant
for the first time. It was a terrible strain. He
was working like crazy, making as many trips as he
could, two days and three nights out. I was stuck
at home with all the housework and na one to talk
to at night It was a bad time. We had a lot of
fights. "

Many women talked about having a hard time
ad!usting in the beginning. They remember resentment,
strain, and loneliness:

"While we were dating, he would fall asleep on the
phone all the time. The night he gave me my
engagement ring, he had to leave early to go
fishing,."

"Our honeymoon was even on his fishing boat."

"In the middle of my Labor pains he left for a
while to work pn the boat

"When our second child was born, someone else had
to bring me to the hospital."

"You almost have to be brainwashed into this kind
of life."



"There I s an ar t to be ing a f I she man ' s wi f e and
some people never learn."

Their I,fishermen's] motivation is so strong, it' s
almost obsessive."

"Before the children were born, I was very
depressed to be alone so much

Zt's very difficult and bard on a marriage until
you adjust to i' You have to learn to live
separate lives. This was never my idea of what a
good marriage would be like, but still we have a
good marriage.

Latex', when he is reaping the rewards of
experience and risk and hard work, bis wife has more
time to worry, and, is more worried than ever because
of her husband'a age.

"There is a lot of stress in being married to a
fisherman. You have to be made for this kind of
life You' ve got to be able to be independent.
I' ve been comfortable with this life for about 2$
years now. But now I'm beginning to worry."

If she then wishes him in another occupation, she
regretfully realizes it is too late for bim to learn a
new way ta make a living awhile fishing causes daily
worry, with which a woman must cope in ane way ar
another, the worry itself can put a strain on a
marriage at different times.

In any marriage, thex'e is a period of ad!ustment
when expectations meet reality. Perhaps being married
to a fisherman forces an earlier adjustment which
settles more quickly into a way of life.

CHILDREN

The question of closeness and separateness af
fishermen to their families is interesting when
thought of in terms of quality and quantity. Quality
vs. quantity of time spent with children has often
been an issue discussed in x'elation to working
mothers. It would be revealing to compute the actual
and potential time a father working nine to five
spends with his children � not simply being in the



house, but interacting with the, children. This could
be compared to the actual and potential time father
and children spend together when the father is
spending two to ten days at sea and two to four days
at home. debat the father/child relationship suffers
in terms of continuity could be made up for by more
concentrated time together. The man who is at home 48
hours during the week may get to know his family in a
different way from the man who is home at 6 p.m.
weekdays and every weekend.

Other family members were not interviewed, so it
is difficult to determine accurately their reactions
to fishing. However, women were asked what their
children think of their fathers' occupation. Because

is impossible to discount impression management
when mothers are asked questions about their
children's attitudes, these responses can be also seen
as an additional indicator of the wives' opinions
concerning fishing.

TABLX 24 Children's Attitudes Toward Fishing

Mhat do our children think of their fathers'

somewhat negative
neutral

somewhat positive
very positive
no res pons e  snap pr opr ia t e !

Sixty percent reported that their children have
varying degrees of positive attitudes toward fishing.
The ten neutral responses were given when children
were too young or when mothers felt their children had
no strong opinions because they had no basis for
comparing fishing to any other occupation. Some of
the "very positive" responses indicate that children
too may share in the romance of the occupation:





primarily through the husband., and because only 66K of
the women were born in Rhode I.sland, one might expect
the women to have mtore geographic accessibility to
their husbands' families than to their own. However,
Table 26 shows that, women's parents and parents-in-law
are almost equally accessible-

Several studies have suggested a matrilateraI. bias
in kinship interaction in American families  Poggie
and Pelto, 1969:1-3!. If the American family
generally interacts more with the wife's relatives,
what happens in a group which has occupational 15.nks
predominantly with the husband's relatives? Several

TABLE 25. Desirability of Children's Involvement

Do ou want our children involved in fishin ?

not app.l.icable

neotral: no opinion, it's up to them.
I wouldn't object

no: it's dangerous, there wouldn' t
be enough fish, it wouldn't pay, I don' t
like it, not a trip fisherman, no future,
I wouldn't encourage it, would prefer
something else, hours too long

mixed feelings.' o*k., but fears far
them, would prefer a more normal life
for them, it's hard work, o. k. for son
but not for daughter

mixed feelings: they are fishermen,
but I'm not pleased, daughter doesn' t
like being married to fisherman, would
have preferred him to have more edUcation 4Ã

positive: they are fishermen, it's a
good li fe

positive: I would be proud,, they
like the way of life, it ~ould be fine 22X



60

interview items addressed the question af kinship
interaction These items concern only Che woman' s
interaction and do not necessarily indicate the whole
f alQily s ki Qs hip or ien'tat ion s However y Che
traditional affective role women have in the American

f soily frequently includes the initiation of kinship
c.oatacts. For this reason, and because the responses
to these items concern both ordinary events of the
immediate past and generali,zed attitudes, it may be
feasible to assume that the women's kinship
interaction is, to a certain extent, representative of
the family's interaction. The women were asked who
they had spoken with on the phone and visited with in
the last few days. They were also asked who their
closest friends were personally and as a couple. A
list of approximately three names was given in answer
to each question. At the end of this section, the
i.nterviewer went back over the lists with the
respondent to label the names, first according to
relatiOnShip, and SecOndly aCCording CO wheYher Or nOC
the person has a connection with fishing  i.e., person
blas fisherman. in family!. Responses pertaining to
nonrelatives wil1. be addressed in a later section.

Tables 27 and 28 indicate closer interaction with
husbands' fishing relatives than with wives' fishing
re lat ives Thi s is not 6 Urpris i ng j s ince husbands
have many ax!re fishing-connected relatives. It is
interesting to see Chat, without occupational
connection, matrilateral asymmetry is clearly evident;
women are closer to their nonfishing relatives than to
their husbands' nonf ishing relatives. For this issue

TABLE 26. Geographic Location of Parents

wife'sResidence Relative husband's

ParentsParents

dif ferent state
same state

sarge township
same village within township
within 1/2~ile radius

26X

36X
14X

6X

18X

28X

38K

14X
10X

10X
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indicates that most of the fishermen's wives in this
sample feel closest to their own relatives. This
appears to be the overall pattern of association.
Hovevex'> family involvement in fishing does seem to
influence this tendency in kinship interaction Of
the respondents, 23.3X do list their husbands'
relatives as being among their closest. Further
research Nap show the connection between fishermen's

TABLE 29. Three Closest Relatives

28

2
1

mother

mother's sister's daughter
mother's brother's daughter

brother

brother's daughter
sister

sister's son

sister
sister's husband
sister's daughter

25

2
1

brother
brother's wife
brother's daughter

family of origin ~ 74.4X of

husband's family ~ 23.3X of response
soa.'s wife

Zanily of procreation 2 ~ 3X of response
«Qo one

listed only 1 relative
listed only 2 relatives

1

3

13

father
father 's
father' s
father''s
father's

husband ' s
husband ' s
hush nd's
husband ' s
husb nd's
busb nd's

mother

father
sister

brother's wife
brother
sister's husband

14 2

2 2 1

response

10

I

12

5

1



wives and their husbands' families to
strong when compared to populations with less familial
occupational involvement. This is expected �ot o+l>
because these husbands have a considerable number of
xelatives who fish, but also because of
the work. Mhere there is heavy family
fishing may blend instrumental and affective roles
There may be greater interdependency throughout kin
networks in terms of both practical

support»

5ecause of the unique nature of the business, it
is expected, that fishermen'8 wives have a fxiendship
network that relies mox'e heavily on people connected
with their husbands' occupation than w'ould be the case
with another occupational group. Fishing famd�jLies
generally live in the same axea, they may meet if
their husbands are crew on the same boat, they have
many common problems to share, and they have <he
comfort of knowing they need not explain their
husbands' frequent absences'

@hen asked, "@hat do you dislike about fishing7,"
the largest number of responses concerned friendships
and social activities  l9 responses Xn Table ~!.
One woman stated that she and hex husband had lost
many new friends over the years because the friends
couldn,'t understand why she and her husband couId not
accept invitations and make plans in advance. Another
commented that friends were very important to her and
her husband but, because of her husband 'I schedule,
she felt it had bec,ome her responsibility to make all
the arrangements, f ind compatible people, begs,n the
friendships. She was not comfortable having sole
responsibility for this area of their lives.

So many social activities are planned around
couples. A woman who js married but is of ten lacking
a husband as a social partner is likely to be invited
mostly to gatherings of old. friends who are
understanding of her life-s tyle. Because her husband
can seldom plan to accompany her, she may eventually
be excluded from joining new circles She would be
the odd person at the card game or dinner party or
theatre trip, her status would be somewhat suspect.



Peeling uncomfortable with the constant necessity of
explaining or defending her husband's occupation, a
homin may stop bothering to extend her friendship
network but still feeL a loss of social activity and
companionship. If some men become fishermen because
they are strongly independent or are loners, their
wives might be the ones most needful of establishing
sociaL contacts� although they are in a very difficult
position to do so.

Contrary to expectations, Table 30 illustrates
that fishermen's wives do not limit their social
interaction exclusiveLy to those who are involved in
fishing+ Of the 353 responses that mentioned
nonrelated friends, 59.5X concerned friends who are
not connected to the fishing industry fn any way.

TASfL 30. Social Interaction with Friends

Xt tf Ftbi d ~Nft

phone calls 25/36* 30/SS
visIf.ts 17/20 26/ea
closest friend 27 /37 36/66
coople's closest friend 33/50 32/49
Total 102/143 l24/210
*number responding/freqvency of mention in list

A few +omen indicated that they purposely chose
friends who vere not connected with fishing.

K eouldn't vant to be getting together with other
fishermen's wives. The fishing business is best
kept on the boat."

"Ve knew some fishermen but i,t didn't work out
They had different schedules, different
life-styles, and dif ferent standards. Me wouldn' t
vant our daughter exposed to them."

"Ny husband get:s enough of fishing during the day;
he 8oesn't want to talk about fishing while he' s
sock ali Ling. "



One wonders whether the unusual life-style of
fishermen and their families affects the wives'
involvement in the community. Do fishermen,'s wives
tend to stay within a small network of friends and.
acquaintances rather than get more actively invoLved
in their community? Table 31 outlines the community
involvement of fishermen's wives.

Though a comparison group would better define the
community involvement of fishermen's wives, their
community involvement does not seem particularly
limited, considering that 84K of this sample have
children, that the sample varies greatly in age and

TABLE 3L. Community Involvement of Fishermen's Rives

yes, in more than 2
yes, in 2 ar less
used to belong
no membership

15

2

31

Kinds af organizations include community service �!,
social �!, sports �!, child-related, religious,
hobby, professional, political.

Church Pork

18

1
31

yes
used to

no

Note: 12 of the women spoken to were Jehovah's
Witnesses and had considerable involvement in
religious work.

Volunteer Mark

7

2

3

38

yes
occasionally
used to

no



that Jog are employed outside the
and that the group has more than average

responsibility for home and family s a group,A

fishermen's vives could not be considered isolated
community g] ood and Ro lf 6 f ound that

co~nity involvement is reflected in more active
part f,c$pat ion in f a+i].y dccis ion making   1 960: 38! .

their situation frequently forces them to make
more family decisioQ.S, fishermen'8 wives may be
Potentially more likely to take on leadership roles
vhen they do become involved in their community.

Another intervt,ev item attempted to measure the
dimensions of the social ne tvorks of f ishermen s
vives. Respondents vere asked whether or not they
vere casually acquainted vith any individuals
employed in 16 varied occupations  e.g., millworker,
policeman, administrator, restaurant. worker, etc.!.
Figure l indicates variety in the occupational
background in t,he social netvorks of fishermen's
vivese

FIGURE l. Occupationaz 5readth of Social Acquaintances

1 2 3 4 g 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 13 14 15 16

PeoPle i> Dlsslmilat' Empt.oymeat Known to Respon4en«
eean~ I 0. 3
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III. THE FUTURE

POI.KTICAI. AWARENESS

At the prese~t time, women married to Point Judith
fishermen do not constitute a cohesive political
force There are no active fishermen's wives'
organizations such as exist in other Mew EnglandI
ports. The one activity that br'.ngs fishermen's wives
together is the annual scholarship fund-raising
dinner, Otherwise, there are a few ideas, but little
action. During 1977-78, two women began a campaign to
organize fishing families ta adopt a group health
insurance plan. Though some of the women spoke
positively of the idea, nothin.g has ever come of it.
Another woman strongly feels that fi,shermen should be
required to be trained in life-saving techniques and
wants to see someone organize such training.

The lack of organization among the wives has to do
with the independence and diversity of Point Judith
f ishermen. Boats are privately owned and most often
operated by the owners. Unionization has not yet
occurred in thi.s port. Also, the considerable
variation in the kind of fishing done out of this port
 deaf ferent boat size and gear, species sought, trip
length, crew size! does not encourage cohesiveness or
unification of purpose. There is, however, a new
factor which may alter the political passivity of
fishermen's wives, and that is government
intervention. During i nterviews, 22 of the 50 women
volunteered comments on the new government regulations
such as quotas or new licensing requirements. Five
women specif ically mentioned government involvement as
one thing about f ishing they disliked. Specific
comments include;

"The government never gives [200~ale limit j
unless it takes away [quotas j."

"The f ish don' t know the quota rules and ge t in
the ne t anyway.

"Excess fish caught can't even be given away, they
have to be thrown overboard. It's a terrible
waste.



"Foreign vessels are given permi ts, while our
fishermen are xestxicted. Then the f ish we buy in
the market, is marked imported from Canada. '"
"Fishing is a political football
"Fishermen's personal laws of privacy and
conf ident iali.ty [of territories, chart s, records j
are being violated by the government's requests
for detailed information."

General].y, ther'e was a strong awareness of the
situation Many husbands discuss their opinions on
the subject at home, and some families have been
financially affected by the quota regulations-
Previously, a man waited fox weather and sometimes tlhe
market price before he could fish Now government
catch Limitations may also stop him from fishing.
This alteration not only has financial ef fects but, as
we have seen, can affect a pxecaxious marital balance

Some of the women are optimistic and feel that the
government and the fishing industry will learn to get
along and understand each other. But there are some
who feel threatened by this interference and see the
need to do something about it. At least eight, of the
women are beginning to become actively interested,
keeping track of hearings and government action. As
one stated, "'I'm as much involved as he fher husband j
is. Re fishes; I stay home and fight ~" A fisherman
must take advantage of weather opportunities and
seasons; he cannot afford to stay home and give steady
attention to the increasing nutnbers of meetings and
hearings at which he could represent himself and
defend his livelihood.

Opposition to government policy could be an
organizing force that will move fishermen's wives to
unified action Me have seen a similar development io.
the farming industry since 1977, when farmers' wives
demonstrated and lobbied concerning government farm
policy Interestingly, two women compared f ishing to
f a rming:

"Like farmers, you have to be big to survive ~ You
have to get bigger boats, more modern equipment."
"Like farmers, fishermen never have a day off
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deaf terence be tween past and present f or wives is 2-29
for crew and 2.04 fox captain, while the di.fference
for husbands is 1.50 and l.23. This is in agreement
with repox ts that wome~ f ace a difficult period of
ad]usta,ng to fishing and that It. gets easier as you
get used to it. ALso, women may be thinking of a
lessening of the heavy child-related responsibilities
as their children get older. Fishermen who are crew
members are mare optimistic about their futures than
are theix' vives This may be because eventually they
expect to improve their status and earning power by
owning their ovn boats. In their mare conservative
ranking far the future, cxew wives may be expressing
the ambivalent attitude toward this mobility, whIch
was illustrated by Table l9. Interestingly, captains
da not expect as great an improvement in their futures
as do crewmen They are the ones who, having achieved
the dream of having their own fishing operations, are
nov dealing vi.th the worrisome realities of large
mortgage payments, government-restricted catches, and
dwind Ling resources.

The women were asked why they px'edicted their
particular future ladder positions. Though the laddex
was meant to measure their personal sense of



well-being, and no emphasis was put on a connection <oo,

fi.shing, 50X of the women mentioned fishing in their
responses. Thus, for half the f ishermen<s wives
ideas about the future are tied up with such «hin'@s
complet i ng boat payment s, get ting a new or bi<ger
boat, the fishing business staying «he same,
improving, or deteriorating. Excluding specific
mention. of fishing, Table 32 gives their rationale for
their es t ima ted ladde r positions.

TABLE 32. Rationale for Future Position on Optimism
Scale

One woman reported that she felt it was her
responsibi.lity to remain optimi,stic and boost her
husband's morale ~ None of the respondents predicted
that their ladder position would decline in f ive
years, though seven felt that. their position would be
the same and nine reported an increase of only one
step or less  this excludes .individuals who presently
rank themselves at 9 or ]0!. Some of the reservations
expressed about the future include comments an age,
cost of living, des irabili ty of another occupation,
the possibility of retirement, increased expense of
boat upkeep, and three specif ic mentions of government
qootas.,

Wh will ou be at that oint in 5 ears?

things should stay the same
money» material life-style will improve
ge,neral.ly optimistic
familial, marital relationships are good
things get harder with age
chil.Bren will be older

personal: health, career, self -knowledge
becau.se- of beli ef system
wi.th age comes more security and common sense
no guess

l2 7 3 3
2 2
2
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XV i CONCLUSIONS

In 1973, Poggie and Gersuny cautioned fishing
communities about the possible family repercussions of
industry regulation and change. The research at hand
certainly confirms the validity of their warning- The
fishing family operates on a delicate system of
learned adaptive behaviox. Xn a business with little
regularity or predictability, whatever routine does
exist is responsible for holding together the
household and providing continuity and stability In
fact, the fisherman's very chances for success in his
job may be diminished or enhanced according to his
wife's understanding and adjustment to t' he
i diosyncx'& cies of 'the wo x'k The Woman 8 cont en't15ent
with the situation depends on her husband's job
satisfaction, the financial reward, and the
opportunity ta enjoy regular time for personal
pursuits. Fishing is more than a job; it is a way of
life that "is catchy." Family involvement spreads~
and many sans expect to follow in their fathers '
footsteps. Quotas and limitations on issuance of
license appear to be more immediate threats to the
delicate balance than the problem of dwindling
resources that these measures are meant to correct.

The most difficult times in the life of a
f isherman' s wi f e seem to be at both ends of thei r
marriage span Coping with the burdens af a young
family with only sporadic assistance from the husband
can be overwhelming. Added to this is the intense
worry about the husband's safety, which is not yet
familiar enough to be handled well. Af ter some years,
behavior and life-style adjust and settle. Then comes
the ambivalence of retirement.

These are vulnerable times in the life of a woman
and of a marriage relationship Survival may be very
difficult without access to the support of family,
friends, or social services. While the husband is
going through problems of his own at the beginning and
end of his f ishing career, it is extremely important
that he be sensitive ta his wife's well-being. These
are the hazax'dous times natural to the cycle.
Introduce ather hazards, such as a particularly bad



fishing season, disappearing f ish stoa'~.;, gave rnnent
r'egulations, and offshore oil explorat i<>n, and there
is more potential for problems.

5ut this 18 8 papula t ion tha t hate l c'a rned t 0 K'01 1.
with the punches. They should be able to ad just to
change better than mast. Perhaps. It ha" been
traditional. for many married women Lo "f ind
themselves" only af ter their children have grown and
lef t home., Relieved of their chil.d-reari ng tasks,
they are forced to find replacements for f il.li.ng time
and giving their li.ves as individuals new meaning.
Because fishermen'8 wives are so dependent on
themselves for regulating and f illing their t ime, some

these devel.opmental issues may be resolved more
naturally�without reaching the proportions of a
personal Crisis. Some of the independence forced on
fishermen's wives may be very healthy- One woman said
a f.isherman's wi,fe vould be better equi.pped to handle
sudden widowhood than anyone else. But there are
limitations to everybody 's flexibility. One more
strain may be too much, Fishing communities and
government regulatory agenci,es need to be aware of the
far-reacM.ng effects of change i,n this industry.

Kurt Finsterbusch �976! comments on the
usefulness of small-sample surveys in defining a
population and mapping parameters for future study.
It is hoped that this work can serve the
purpose by enauraging more specificresearch vith
fishermen's wives and for comparative work with other
occupational groups

Although this s tudy c la r i f ies our pi ctu re of
fishermen's vives, there is stil.l the lingering
impression of the romance of the business. The vomen
interviewed vere interesting, welcoming, energetic,
and obviously capable individuals. So many of them
were enthosiastic about their way of life despite all
the drawbacks. Their positive outlook and openness
are admirable, a credit to themselves and an asset to
their husbands and the i,ndustry of commercial fishing.
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